Tell me, do you use Open Source software in your products?

Yes, of course, works great!

Sure – but are you aware that you have to fulfill license obligations?
WHEN DISTRIBUTING OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE YOU HAVE TO FULFILL LICENSE OBLIGATIONS.

HAVE YOU THOUGHT OF EVERYTHING TO MAKE YOUR PRODUCT LICENSE COMPLIANT? FOR INSTANCE:

- Are the copyright notes correct?
- Do you provide license texts?
- Have you checked whether you must disclose the source code?
- Have your terms and conditions been looked into?

TRUST OSADL AS PARTNER.

Benefit from the many OSADL services that will help you to make your products license compliant:

- Legal support on Open Source issues from OSADL’s general counsel
- License compliance through established audits (OSADL LCA)
- Legal seminars on Open Source topics
- Legal knowledge database (FAQ) with general information about licenses and practical aspects when using Open Source software in industrial products
- Legal assessments on specific Open Source aspects
- Legal support on Open Source issues from OSADL’s general counsel

By the way, OSADL also organizes Open Source projects and supports its members when it comes to quality assurance and certification.

OPEN SOURCE. FAIRNESS. COMMUNITY.

Become a member of OSADL, if you are not yet. OSADL – your comprehensive service provider for Open Source software in industry!
HAVE YOU ALREADY HEARD OF CHRIS AND DAVE?

Both are developers and use Open Source software in their companies. Go to osadl.org/Clip-EN and learn how they benefit from OSADL.

JOIN US AND BENEFIT FROM THE OSADL EXPERIENCE, TOO!
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